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Synchrotron Radiation
Radiation that occurs when a charged particle, is accelerated
transverse to its velocity, typically due to a magnetic field.
(a direct consequence of the finite velocity of light)

Called synchrotron radiation because it 
was first observed in a synchrotron 
accelerator (GE lab, 1947)

(also known as Magnetic Bremsstrahlung
 and electronic light)

The first theoretical studies of radiation from accelerated charge 
particles go back to Liénard & Wiechert. But specific predictions 
for electrons accelerated by a magnetic field were made in 1944 by 
Ivanenko and Pomeranchuk.      



Synchrotron Radiation- “Electronic Light”

After its discovery, the angular and spectral distribution were 
worked out in a classical theory of SR by several authors
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Synchrotron Radiation- “Electronic Light”
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Angular distribution

SR emitted in a very small cone

For Ee = 11 GeV, vert. size = 90 μrad
i.e. 10m from the source ~ 1 mm height. 



Synchrotron Radiation- “Electronic Light”

All of these properties calculated from classical E&M

Summarizing the properties of SR
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spin dependent term spin-flip dependent term
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The Spin Dependence

To the first order in ξ the difference in SR intensity between polarized 
and unpolarized electrons is δ = ξj ~ 10-4  for 100 μA, 0.5 GeV electrons

Verified experimentally at the VEPP-4 storage ring in Novosibirsk 
 Belomesthnykh et al., NIM 227, 173 (1984)

The spin-flip term contributes only as ~ ξ2 

This is responsible for the transverse self polarization of electron beams
in storage rings: called the Sokolov-Ternov effect 

Used to produce polarized electrons at various accelerator such as DESY  

3 pole magnetic snake/wriggler

An RF field used to 
depolarize the electrons
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# of photons radiated above and 
below the orbital plane are not equal



“Spin Light” - Some Characteristics

Spin light

Sync. light

I = 100 μA

I = 100 μA

Radiated power peak at different
frequencies for Sync vs Spin light

Number of photons/s 
~ 105 different

B = 4T

B = 4T

/M
eV

/M
eV



“Spin Light” - Some Characteristics

small asymmetry

But high rates imply 
1% statistics in ~ 5 sec

B = 4T, I = 100 μA

B = 4T, I = 100 μA

/MeV dropped in all figures



“Spin Light” - Energy Dependence

# of photons increases sharply with energy 
But asymmetry increases slowly

B = 4T, I = 100 μA  and Δθ = 10 mrad



Detector Response Weighted Asymmetry

B = 4T, I = 100 μA  and Δθ = 10 mrad



Transverse “Spin Light”

Power from ne electrons ( ignoring spin flip and all terms O(ξ2) )
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Power from ne electrons ( ignoring spin flip and all terms O(ξ2) )
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Δθ fixed to 10 mrad

For Ee = 11 GeV, spot size = 90 μrad
i.e. 10m from the source ~ 1 mm dia. 
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A Source of Spin light   

L

  Δθ

Rbend

A 3 pole wriggler (two types possible)

∮Bdl=0

Rbend=
mec

eB

L=Rbend 

Horizontal angular acceptance 
Δθ fixed to 10 mrad

For Ee = 11 GeV, spot size = 90 μrad
i.e. 10m from the source ~ 1 mm dia. 

Constant field 
type better suited 
for polarimeter



Conceptual Design of “Spin Light” Polarimeter

Choosing the Bwriggler

Small asymmetry 
~5 x10-5

But large rates 
~ 1013  photons/sec

Ion chambers ~ 10%
efficiency, hence
1% stats in few 10s
of seconds 

For Δθ = 10 mrad



Conceptual Design of “Spin Light” Polarimeter

Choosing the Bwriggler

For Δθ = 10 mrad

< <Ebeam =11 GeV Pole length and figure 
of merit have similar 
dependence on the
B- field.

Choose B = 4T
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Conceptual Design of “Spin Light” Polarimeter

Is the wriggler non invasive?

Depolarization  
due to wriggle

 p=


transit thruwriggler


depol.

=
LWrig /  c

.99999999R9/E9
~ 1.1x10-9  %

Effects of fluctuations related to the quantum nature of SR
(carefully studied for the Jlab recirculating arcs for up to Ee = 24 GeV)

Mean # of γ emitted
per e- per radian  = n = 20.62 Ee   

Mean energy of photon = Ec =   3ћcγ3/2R 

ΔE = √n Ec

For Ee = 11 GeV, 10 mrad bend and R=10m:  n ~ 2 , Ec =199 keV  and 
                                                          ∆E/E =2.5x10-5  

Similarly ∆θe = EγsinΘγ/Ee = 1.5 x10-8 rad
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Can handle high rates
Radiation hard
Low dark current/noise
Resolution ~ 5 μm
Wide range of ICs commercially
available

Gas – Xe or Kr

K. Sato, J. of Synchrotron Rad., 8, 378 (2001)
T. Gog, D. M. Casa, I. Kuzmenko, CMC-CAT@ the APS 
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Conceptual Design of “Spin Light” Polarimeter

A Detector of Synchrotron + Spin light (X-rays)  
A transparent differential ionization chamber

Visible portion can be used to center chamber
Split chamber design helps pick out small signal

Split collector
Plate 
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Spacing between wriggler poles
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Differential ionization chamber
Placed 10 m from source
Twin chamber design with 
common collector



Conceptual Design of “Spin Light” Polarimeter

Putting it all together

L ~ 10cmBwrig  = 4 T;

Spacing between wriggler poles
have to be optimized 
Differential ionization chamber
Placed 10 m from source
Twin chamber design with 
common collector Two possible locations for

the DICs 
(maybe use both)
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Putting it all together
A true scale view

1m 1m
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Conceptual Design of “Spin Light” Polarimeter

Putting it all together

11 cm

9 cm

10 m from the wrigglers

1

2 3

4
Separation only 
for display



Conceptual Design of “Spin Light” Polarimeter

Putting it all together

10 m from the wrigglers

With appropriate slits/collimators after each
pole of the wriggler

1 2 344cm 3cm



A Relative Polarimeter

Current mode operation



A Relative Polarimeter

Vertical beam motion cancels out

(S1 + S2) = 0 
This sum for the two helicities can be used
to separate out the efficiency and B-field 
related dilutions. 

S1 = (Nl
SR + ΔNl

spin  + ΔNl
z) - (Nr

SR - ΔNr
spin  + ΔNr

z)

S2 = (Nl
SR - ΔNl

spin  - ΔNl
z) - (Nr

SR + ΔNr
spin  - ΔNr

z)

(S1 - S2) = 4ΔNspin  

Current mode operation



An Absolute Polarimeter

band-width
of ion-chamber

 Absolute magnitude of asymmetry is sensitive to band-width 
                    (specially the lower bound) 

Would need extensive detector R&D and 
a very sensitive calibration in event mode



Conceptual Design of “Spin Light” Polarimeter

Aexpt  = Araw ( 1 + B/S) – AB(B/S) + AE +AF + AW

background/signal

Background and background asymmetry has to be measured with 
wriggler on/off . Need simulations to estimate the background

background asym

vertical beam 
motion asym.

wriggler field 
related asym.

 efficiency 
related  asym.

(differential background)
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Aexpt  = Araw ( 1 + B/S) – AB(B/S) + AE +AF + AW

background/signal

Background and background asymmetry has to be measured with 
wriggler on/off . Need simulations to estimate the background

background asym

vertical beam 
motion asym.

wriggler field 
related asym.

 efficiency 
related  asym.

(differential background)
Cancels to first order



Systematic Uncertainties

Dark current ~ pA < 0.01%

Intensity fluctuations  ΔN*1x10-3 0.1%

Beam energy 1.0x10-3 < 0.05%

Density of ion chamber gas 
and length of chamber

Relative difference corrected 
to bettet than 1%

< 0.01%

Band-width of X-rays 
detected 

2% uncertainty on the lower 
bound  ??

1.2%

Non-background dilutions cancel to first order < 0.1%

Background related 
dilutions

??(need simulations)     
if determined to 0.5% and 
B/S << 1

  ??     
0.5%

Source Uncertainty δA/A (%)



Summary and Outlook

Spin light based polarimeter is a viable option for a
precision non-destructive polarimeter at JLab. 

It is based on a well demonstrated concept, the 
necessary technology is readily available and widely used
in light sources across the world.

One will have to use a differential detector, several options
for X-ray detectors are available 

A high speed relative polarimeter is straight forward.
An absolute polarimeter would be challenging.

Next steps,
Build prototype diff ionization chamber and test using  
Compton chicane.


